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Abstract. We introduce an average case model and define general notions of optimal algorithm 
and bptimal information. We prove that the same algorithm;; and information are optimal in the 
worst and average cases and that adaptive information is not more powerful than non-adaptive 
information. 
1. Introduction 
In two recent monographs (Traub and Woiniakowski [5] and Traub, Wasilkowski 
and Woiniakowski [6]) we studied optimal reduction of uncertainty for a worst 
case model. With this paper we initiate a corresponding study for an average case 
model. This is the first of a number of papers reportin; average case results. These 
results will eventually appear as part of a third volume devoted to the study of 
various probabilistic settings. 
We indicate earlier work on this subject. Suldin [4] studied average case 
error for the integration problem. Larkin, in ;I series of pioneering papers commenc- 
ing with [l]. studied optimal algorithms, nostly for linear problems, utilizing a 
Gaussian measure. Both Suldin and Larkin CC rnfine themselves to linear z?gorithms. 
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In this initial paper we confine ourselves to liucar problems in a finite dimensional 
space. (Average case analysis for an infinite dimensional setting is stu9ied in Wasilk- 
owski and Woiniakowski [S].) By a linear problem we mean a problem specified 
by a linear operator. Examples of linear operators are integration, interpolation 
and approximation. Note that the solution of a linear system is not a linear problem 
since the solution does not depend linearly on the matrix element. 
We restrict ourselves to the finite-dimensional setting for two reasons: 
(1) This setting is of intrinsic interest. 
(2) The analysis of the infinite-dimensional setting requires rather heavy mathe- 
matical machinery. In order to permit the reader to focus on the model assumptions 
;erd the results WIP al-oid these mathematical complications in this first paper. 
Here we specify rrn average case model and introduce general notions of optimal 
algorithm and optima8 information. The following results are obtained: 
( 1 b The same algorithm is optimal in the worst and average cases. 
(2) The same information is optimal in the worst and average cases. 
(3) Adaptive information is not more powerful than nonadaptive information. 
We discuss these results. Conclusions (1) and (2) are favorable to the user since 
the same algorithm with the same information minimizes both the worst and average 
error. It was established (see [5, p. 491 for a history) that adaptive information 
does not help for the worst case. Many researchers believe that this is only true in 
the worst case setting. We prove the counterintuitive result that adaption does not 
help even on the average. 
We iflustrale some of the basic concepts of this paper by the: following example. 
E&alm@e 1.1.. Assume we wish to approximate the function f knowing some informa- 
~ir?z NC f) and knowing that f belongs to some given class of functions F. To be 
5f)ccific Tct N(f) =[f(f,). . . . , f(f,,)] consist of rz funcmtion samples and let F be the 
class of trigonometric polynomials of degree m whose rth derivative is bounded by 
An algorithm 4 is any mapping acting on the information N(f). rin example of 
an algorithm is the linear algorithm 
4W~fN = i fif;b, where the (Y, can be any functions. 
i=l 
An algorithm is optimal if it minimizes the error according to some error criterion. 
In the worst case setting the error is defined as the largest error for all f in F. In 
the average case setting the error is defined in terms of the LI! norm with respect 
to some measure on F. 
Next, assume the t, may be varied. We say that the information is optimal if the 
t, are chosen so as to minimize the worst or average case error of the optimal 
algorithm. 
If the t, are given independently of J then the information is culled nonadaptire. 
On ;f para!;el computer nonadaptive information can be computed simultaneously. 
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If the I, depend on previously computed values of f, the information is called 
adaptive. One might hope that choosing points adaptively decreases the error. 
However, adaption does not help for either the worst or average case. This example 
will be continued in Section 8. 
We briefly summarize the contents of this paper. In Section 2 we outline the 
setting and results of the worst case model which we shall contrast with the results 
of this paper. In Section 3 we introduce an average case model and prove that the 
same algorithm is optimal for both the wors& and average case. Very simple and 
elegant formulas for the wqrst and average radii of information are given by Theorem 
3.9. In the following section the problem of optimal average information is posed 
and solved. The same information is optimal for both the worst and average cases. 
In Section 5 we show that adaptive information is no more powerful than nonadaptive 
information in either model. 
In Section 6 we compare the intrinsic uncertainty if only the problem setting is 
known, with the uncertainty w-lien n optimal evaluations are used. In Section 7 we 
obtain very tight complexity bounds and prove that the same algorithm enjoys 
nearly optimal complexity in both models. In the concluding section an example 
illustrates the models and some of the results. 
2. Worst case model: Optimal algorithms ‘ 
To help the reader we begin with the relatively simple worst case model and pass 
next to an average case model. We summarize the se-l: (:- ; :ind main results of the 
worst case model for a (simplified) linear problem ., I( ‘. :d in general by Traub, 
Wasilkowski and Woiniakowski [6, see especially Appendix E] and Traub and 
Woiniakowski [5]. Although we use the terminology and notation presented there, 
the following account is self-contained. 
Let FI be a finite-dimensional real space and let 
m = dim( F,). 
Let F2 be a real Hilbert space. Consider the litzear operator 
S: F, -j F2. 
(2.1) 
(2.2) 
The operator S is called the solution operator. 
Our aim is to find an element x = x(f) which approximates Sf according to some 
error criterion. There are manly error criteria of practical importance some of which 
we cite here. The absolute error criterion is such that llS( f) - x( f)ll s E for a given 
nonnegative E. The relative error criterion is such that IlS( f) - x( f >//llS( f )I( s E. The 
absolute-relative error criterion is such that IlS( f> - x( f)ll/(llS( f)ll+ v) s E with a 
given positive v. 
Sometimes we will want to satisfy the error criterion for f from the whole space 
F,, and sometimes for only a subset of F,. This subset can be characterized, for 
instance, by the condition /T,fll s 1 for some operator 7’. 
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We now present a general error criterion which will include the above examples 
as special cases. We have chosen a formulation which will also be used for the 
average case. Let 
T: F, -+ F4 (2.3) 
be a one-to-one firm- operator where F4 = T( F,) is a Hilbert space. 
We call this space F4 (rather than F,) to conform to the usage in Traub and 
Woiniakowski [5]. Let 
bc a given function. 
WC say that an element x of F2 i.< an F-approximation to S’ iff 
llsf-- ~lfP(llml) 5sF (2.5) 
whcrc F is a nonnegative number. 
Observe that, for p(x) = f . (2.5) becomes the absolute error criterion. For p( A-) = 
i/x and +I’= S. (2.5) becomes the relative error criterion. If p(s) = I/(X + v), q > 0 
and 7‘= *L: then (2.5; becomes the absolutft-r&tive error criterion. if p(x) = 1 for 
x - I md p(s) =O for _I- B 1, then (2.5) becomes th t absolute error criterion for 
clcmcnts f for which !irf’/! 5 i. 
Our aim is to find an r.-approximation to sf for all f from FI. To find an 
k-approximation. information on _f’ is required. VVe assume that we know N(f) 
~hcrc N i\ a lirz~r operator. Without loss of generality we can ;~ssume that N has 
the form 
A’( fr -[L,(f). L,(f), . . . ,. L,,(f)] (2.6) 
\\ hcrt* I., . I+ . . . . I-,, :irc linearl;~ independ0~t linear functionals and )I c-1 0. We s;q 
.y is iI i parti;& i~~ft)~??rari~ii~ opcra:or and 1,~ is the cardirzcr/iry of N, 
Since: tz c ~II, there exist infinitely many elementsffrom F, which are indistinguish- 
&le with re$pcct to N(f’1. (Hence Iv is called partial.) It is therefore impossible to 
rccognizc which element S( _f) is to be approximated. Let 
r;W,y)=f_j~ F,: ,N(~)=J+. _v=N(f), (2.7) 
,Yotc that d(N( f)) has 10 satisfy (2.5) for all f from V( IV, y). 
We Call & an (itknlized 1 dgwitlzt~~ Let @( N) bc the clriss of’ all (idtdizcd) 
algorithrrt~, i.e.. @(A) concAts of all mappings 4, defined by (2.8). which use the 
information operator N. 
We stress that our definition of algorithm is extremely general. in spite of this 
wc can protc \orne negative results. This makes the negative results even stronger. 
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If one wishes to carry out a computation, then in general the class of algorithms 
must be restricted. We shall see that for the problem studied in this paper, algorithms 
which are ‘optimal’ in the class of idealized algorithms are relatively easy to 
implement in actual computation. 
Let 4 be an algorithm, #I E @(lyj. Then 
ebb, N) = sup IlSf- 44 wf:)llP(J(TYfll) 
feFF1 
(2.9) 
is called the error of (b. 
Note that the error of 4 is defined as its error for the ‘hardest’ ,i: That is why 
this model is called the worst case model. For the average case model studied in 
the following sections we replace the sup in (2.9) by an integral wiich measures 
the average performance of 4. 
From (2.9) it follows that 4(N( f)) is an F-approximation to Sf for all f iff 
e( 4, N) s P. 
Definition 2.1. We shall say r(N) is the radius of informution iff 
We shall say an algorithm 4, 4 E @(IV), is an optimal error algorithm iff 
e(& N) = r(N). (2.11) 
Remark 2.2. The radius of information can be defined independently of the concept 
of algorithm and (2.10) can then be established (see the books quoted at the 
beginning of this section). For simplicity we here present (2.10) as the d3&i~n of 
radius. 
Eq. (2.10) implies that we can find an F-approximation iff r(N) Q E. If r(N) s E, 
then an optimal error algorithm supplies an F-approximation. 
We now present a spline algorithm 4’ (see [5. Chapter 43) and prove that it is 
an optimal error algorithm. 
Let CT = a(y) be an element of F, such that 
It is obvious that such an element exists and is unique. The element g.(y) is called 
a splirre irltrroolating y. The spline algorithm &’ is defined as 
Since S is liilear and u depends linearly on y, the spline algorithm 4‘ is a linear 
algorithm. Thus 
(2.14) 
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where 
y=N(f)=[L,(f) ,..., L,,(f)] and q=cr([O ,..., Y ,..., 01). 
The evaluation of 4,“(y) rquires the knowledge of Sa,, . . . , Su,,. Computing the 
SU, can be difficult, but since they are independent of y, this need be done only 
once and the cost of computing them may be viewed as a precomputatiol\ cost. 
Then to compute 4”(y) it is enough to perform n multiplications of a real number 
by an m dimensional vector and n - 1 additions of m-dimensional vectors. Hence 
if the %, are precomputed, then the evaluation of d‘(y) requires at most nm scalar 
multiplications and (n - 1) m scalar additions. 
The spline algorithm 4% enjoys very strong optimal error properties one of which 
is stated in the following theorem. 
‘S’heorcr~1 2.3. The spline algorithm 4’ is arl optimal error algorithm and 
dch’, N) = r( Iv) = sup xp( x) sup ~~Sh[~/lf7’hll 
. .i) 
with fhe wnrention 0 - 7X = 0. 
(2.15) 
Proof. This result is established for a more geileral problem in [6, Theorem E.11. 
For the simplified linear problem of this section we supply a short proof. 
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Remark 2.4. The space F2 need not be a Hilbert space snd the spaces F,, F2 and 
FJ need not be finite-dimensional in Theorem 2.3. In fact, this theorem holds for 
any normed linear space F2 and any Hilbert space F,, assuming that T(ker N) is 
closed. The assumption that F2 is a Hilbert space and both F2 and F4 are finite- 
dimensional will be used in the next sections. For simplicity of presentation we 
assume, even in this section, that F2 is a Hilbert space and F2 and F4 are finite- 
dimensional. 
3. Average case model: Optimal algorithms 
We introduce an average case model, and pose and solve the problem of optimal 
algorithms in this model. We prove that the spline algorithm defined by (2.13) is 
also optimal for the average case model. We find its error and compare with the 
worst case model. 
We begin by defining a probability measure on F,. Without loss of genera!ity 
assume that F, = R”‘. Let &? be a a-field of Bore1 sets in R”‘. By 
(3.1) 
we mean ihe Lebesgue integral, .f = [f,, f:, . . . , f,,J. 
Let MT: R, + R., , be a function such that 
The function 1%’ isa scalar weight function. Note that I! . 11 in (3.2) denotes the norm 
in the Hilbert space F4. Let A be :I Bore1 set in F!. A c ;/T;. ‘Cc define a measure p 
on F, as 
/-4A)= 
I 
411 V-11) df.. (3.3) 
.A 
Note that p is a probability measure, i.e., 
/..#I) = 1. (3.4) 
‘The measure p generates the Lebesgue integral in FI. This integral is denoted 
by I,.\ - p(df). ‘Thus if g: F, -4& then 
I 
L11 
g( f) /Adf) = g(f) 4l VII> df. (3.5) 
:\ I .*\ 
Remark 3.1. It may seem somewhat arbitrary to restrict ourselves to measures 
defined as in (3.3). However, it is shown by Woiniakowski [9] that any measure 
which enjoys a certain orthogonality invariance property must be of the form (3.3). 
The use of Qrthogonal invariance is alqo discussed by Micchelli [3]. 
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Renr-Jurk 3.2. The operator T plays two roles in our setting. It is used with the 
function p in (2.5) to define an &-approximation and it is used with the function w 
in (3.3) to define a probability measure on FI. 
Although we could analyze a more general setting with different operators in 
(2.5) and (3.3), we shall use only one operator to simplify our analysis and, more 
importantly, to show that the same (spline) algorithm is optimal for both models. 
We are ready to define the average error of an algorithm 4. 
DefMtion 3.3. Let 4 E @(N)l. We shall say eavS( 4, N) is the aver,age rror of 4 iff 
e”Y c,b, N) = IlSC f > - 4:Nf ))II’dtl?Iftl) Adf) . (3.6) 
‘Thus the squared average error of 4 is defined as the average value of IlS( f) - 
d&W f )#p’l/ITfll,l. Recall that the worst error of 4 is defined as llS( f)- 
&!!V( f))llp(IITfll, for a worst J S&e 
Ilt%f) - 4(N(fNl12p’(l(7’fll, s v IIS - ~(iV(f>)ll~~~(llrfil) . l-1 F‘, 
and Jf, I = 1, we have 
eGrrg:( &. N) s e( 4, N). (3.7) 
This verifies the expected condition that the average error of 4 does not exceed 
the (worst case) error of 4. 
We give comments on Definition 3.3 as follows. 
Remark 3.4. The average error is defined only for algorithms C#J such that IlS( f) - 
(t(N(f))ll’p’(jlTfll) is a measurable function of f, ix., the integral in (3.6) exists. It 
is possible to define the average error for an arbitrary algorithm by using the concept 
of Iocal average errors (see [7]). For simplicity we restrict the class Q(N) to 
a@rithms with well-defined average errors. 
Remark 3.5. One may also study the pth ;\vcragc error defined as 
for \omc /II.. [it ~1. Note that for p = 2, ey” (4, IV) coincides with e”‘g(& N). We 
h:~c cho\cn p = 2 to avoid technical difficulties md not to distract the reader from 
the main mode! assumptions of this paper. For p = 1 we have the expected value 
of $S( f) - d( Ni f))llp(llTfil) whereas if p tends to infinitv, then 
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This coincides with the worst case model modulo sets of measure zero. 
As in Definition 2.1 we now introduce the average radius of information and an 
optimal average error algorithm. 
Definition 3.6. We shall say PVfi(N) is the average radius of irlformation iff 
Pvrz( N) = C,,6ir&, eave( 4, N). (3.8) 
We shall say an algorithm 4, # E G(N), is an optimal a wage error algorithm iff 
c”“P( 4, N) = r;“‘P( N). (3 5-U 
Thus, we can find an &-approximation with average error not exceeding P iiF 
PY N) s P. If Pg(lV) 6 F, then an optimal average error algorithm supplies such 
an E-approximation. 
We are now ready to prtjve that the spline algorithm, see (2.13), has minimal 
‘*tierage error. Let {aI, a?, . . . , a,,,} be an orthrrnormal basis of F4 such that 
T(ker NY = lin(n,, +, . . . , a,,}, 7’(ker IV) =lin{a,,+ ,. a,,.,?, . I: . , a,,,). 
(3.10) 
Proof. Let fc F,. Then j= xi’! , 57’ ‘a,,. Note that 
(3.12) 
Let a=xI’_., ZiT ‘a,. Then (3.12) yields I&j= L,(f) and N(U) =N(f). Let 11 E 
ker N. Then Th E limo,,, , , . . . , a,,,) and therefore t Tcr, Th f = 0. Thus u is a sphne 
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interpolating y and 
@(N(f)) = SC = i z,ST-'a. I jz= 1 (3.14) 
Take an arbitrary algorithm 4 from Q(N). We change variables in (3.6) by setting 
f = 1 ziT-‘a, z =[z,, z2,. . . , z,,,]. j=] (3.15) 
Since {a,, . . . , a,,) are orthonormal, 11 Tfll = llzll= (C,ri, zf )“’ and 
idet( T-‘a!, . . . , T- ‘a,,)[ = fdet( T-‘)I. 
Thus df= Idet(T ‘>I dz and (3.6) can be rewritten due to (3.15), (3.13) and (3.14), 
as 
e”? 4, IV)’ = ldet( T- ‘)I 
I?1 
’ C ~pST-‘aj-c$([z,, . . . , z,,]M) 
I’= I II 
xw((j, z;)i*‘)dz,.,l .a -dr.,,]dz,+z,,. (3.16) 
Note that in th_F expression in braces we integrate over all elements indistinguishable 
from f under N. 
We again change variables, >.etting z? = z; for i = 1,2, . . 
. 
r=rz+I,....nz.Thendz”=dzand 
. , n and 2: = -. zi for 
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Dropping the asterisk in (3.17), we add (3.16) and (3.17) getting 
+ II i ZjST-‘aj-@s([z~T.. . , z,*]M) j=n+l 
Note that 
llg1+ gzll’ + Ilg1 - g2112 = 2<1Ig# + llg#) vg,, g2 E E-2, 
Setting 
tp1 
I3 = C ZjST-‘aj and g,= &“(y) - 4(v) 
!=,I+ I 
we get 
ey 4, N)’ = 
= eavgW, N2+ 
I 
Il~“W(f>>- @(NC f)N2p’(IIT’ll> w<llTjll) df. 
F1 
This shows that 
eirvg( @, N) > &‘“g( #“, N) and ea”g( 4, N) = eitbkT( 4s, N) 
iff ~((f: ll~‘(N(f))-~(N(f))llp(llTfll) =O}) = 1, which means that @(N(f)) and 
4( N(f)) are equal. 
Hence, 4” is a unique optimal average error algorithm and e”““( Qi ‘, N) = FvR( N). 
To prove (3.11) observe that 
II, HI C zlSTe ‘aj 2= ;=ni I II 
= c $/ISTe'aj112+2 1 z,zi(STe ‘a, ST-k,!. , 
/‘fit 1 i._ j 
Sinct: ZiZ,p’(llZll) W(IIZII) is odd, we have 
J zj~,p2(llzll) w(llzll) dz,,, , - . 5 dz,,, = O Vi <j, i, Jo [n + 1, m]. IT8 “I ” 
Thus we have 
e:“&‘( @‘, N)’ = 
= Idet( TV’)1 i lISTeM allI2 1 z,$~'(llzll) w(ll~ll) dz. (3.18) j=n+f R “I 
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Note that &i-l rf p’(/zll) w(llzll) dz does not depend on j. Thus 
From this we finally get 
from which (3.1 1 ) follows. This completc~ ti,..: )I. A’. LY 
Theorem 3.7 states thzt the spike algorithm is uniquely optimal for the averi~ge 
c’;~w. ir is ~4so ptimal for tlhe worst cw due to Thcorcm 2.3. Ir is very desirable 
that the same alforithm is optimai for both errw- criteria. 
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where (IA”2)12 denotes the spectral norm of the matrix A”” and A,,+, (A) is the 
largest eigenvalue of A. 
Let 
p(x)=xp(x), XH, (3.21) 
and let 
Then (2.25) can be rewritten as 
r( NJ = IlP Il~mllA “‘Ilz . (3.22) 
We now express the average radius YR(N) in a form similar to (3.22). The radius 
?(N) is given by (3.11). From (3.20) we have 
where 
=jA,,,-,(A)+A,,,,(Aj+. - - A,,&-% (3.23) 
i ai, A”‘= (aij), 
1.1 = I1 + I 
denotes the Euclidean (or Frobenius) norm ot the matrix A and A,,, ,(A) Z- 
A,,,,(A)>- l -2 A,,,( A) 2 0 are eigenvalues of A. 
Let 
(3.24) 
Of course, 11 jf$ s lip /I,_, . w e can rewrisie (3. I 1) using (3.23) and (3.24) getting 
Thus we have prover; the fol!owiIlg,!hPorem. 
From the definition ol’ the matrix norms, Theorem 3.9 can be rewritten as follows. 
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From Theorem 3.9 and Corollary 3.10 it follows that if all eigenvalues of A are 
of comparable magnitude, if II.61!2 and Il& are of comparable magnitude and if n 
is miach less than m, then 
P’l’( N ) = t( IV). 
On Uw ;,thcr hand, if II& is significantly smaller than /&- or the eigenvalues h,(A) 
r + .tllr i ” $-t-d are significantly smaller than h,, + I (A) (i.e., A is close to a matrix of 
:; *P ,:’ t or,e) 0; if n is close to m, then 
irk ‘. i iG previous seUion : WC stcdied optimal algorithms (for the worst and average 
C;~V I which use a given kaformation operator N of cardinality II of the form 
M(f)=&(f), I.?(f’3.. . . , L,,(f)], (4.1) 
‘c\ 1 cw hc I_, art‘ linc;t~ iy in&!,cfidcnt linear functionals. 
In ‘hi\ x&on we deb.x WM !he best choice of linear function& in (3. I). Since 
the radius rl N 1 of inforn- ,*” I(l MI ;lnd the average radius r ‘lvS( N) of information arc 
the errors of q3tSmal aIg: titkr~~, we want to select linear functionals in (3.1) in 
sLxh a WV. that CJC correspt.~.lrfi~lg radii of information are minimized. 
Let II , i’ the cs:l~~ of a11 li i czr information oper;ttors of cardinality TV of the 
form (3. ! 1. 
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By K* we mean the adjoint operator to K, K*:K(FJ+ F3 and 
Note that the inner product of the left-hand side of (4.4) is in F2 and the inner 
product of the right-hand side of (4.4) is in F+ Let 
elf 
K, = K*K: Fq+ F+ (4.5) 
Of course, K, is symmetric and nonnegative defimte. Then there exist Ai = 
h,(K,),h,~A,+‘*~A ,,1 2 0 and an orthonorrnal basis zI , z2, . . . , z,,, of Fj such that 
K,z,=A,&, i= 1,2,. . . , m. (4.6) 
Thus hi( K,) is the ith largest eigenvalue of K, and corresponds to the eigenvector 
zi. Define the information operator 
Then card( N,,) = n and IV,, E !P,l. We now establish the optimality of IV,,. 
Theorem 4.2. The information operator N,, tleJL~ed by (4.7j is an n-th optimal and 
rl-th optimal a ceruge information operator and 
P( N,,) = r ‘““(n)=IIplll~(A,,,,(K,)+. - l +A,,,(K,))/m. (4.9,) 
Proof. The optimality of N,I for the worst case and (4.8) f,ollows from (2.15) and 
[Z, Theorem 5.3, Chapter 21. So we only need to prove (4.9). 
We first compute the average radius of N,,. Let h E ker IV,,. Then ( Th, 2,) = 0, i = 
1,2,..., n, an.d Th = Crl,, + , XiZj for some .q. Thus z,,, 1, . . . , z,, form an orthonormal 
basis of T( ker N,,). Hence we can set aj = Zj in (3.11) for j= 12 + 1, . . . , 171. We can 
rewrite (3.11) as 
We now show that ravg(N) 2 rilvg(N,,) for any N c P,,. From (3.1 1) we have 
m(r’Y N)/ll&)2 = 1 (K,a,, a,). 
j-nil 
(4.11) 
where a,,+, , . . . , a,,, form an orthonormal basis of T(ker N). Then 
)?I df rt1 
1 (KIaj, aj)b c= min C (Klbj, bj): (hi, bj)= 8, 
]=n+l }=11+1 
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From [2, Theorem 4.1.4, Chapter 21 it follows that 
c=’ f hi(&). 
j=n+ I 
Combining this with (4,ll) and (4.10) we have V(N) 2 T”“~(N,,)~ which completes 
the proof. Cl 
Remark 4.3. Theorem 4.2 gives us a very useful property; the same information 
operator is optimal for the worst and average cases. In Section 3 we proved that 
the same algorithm is optimal in both the worst and average case models. Thus the 
information (4.7) and the spline algorithm minimize the error for both models. 
Remark 4.4. Theorem 3.9 states that the radii of information can be expressed in 
terms of eigenvalues of the matrix A defined by (3.20). Note that, for the information 
operator RI,,, A = ((K,t, 2,)) is diagonal since (K,zi, zi) = hi&j. Thus hi(A) = hi(&) 
for j = II+ I, . . . , rn and (3.26) agrees with (4.8) and (4.9) for N = IV,*. 
As in Section 3, we note that Fa( n) = r(n) if /j& and lIplIZ are of comparable 
magnitude., all eigenvalues A,( K,) are of comparable magnitude and n is much less 
than nz. 
5. Adaptive information 
In the previo:Js sections we studied linear information operators OF the form 
where linearly independent linear functionals I_, are simultaneously given. Such 
information operators are called nonndaptiue and denoted by N = N”““. A natural 
generalization is an udupticr linear informatic~rl operator IV’ defined as 
fV*‘(f~=[l.,(fi, L.,(f; .v,), . . *, L,,(j; y1,. . . , y,, ,,I, (5.1) 
‘l=!‘,w=L,(f:y,,. . . ._yI ,) (5.2) 
;infI L, is ;I linear functional with respect to the first argument f (see [k I’- 471). 
This means that the choice of the ith functional may now depend on the previously 
Lx:mputL!d values L,(f), L,(f:y,), . . . 1 L,(f; VI,. . . . ?‘,_ ,)* 
t+c~m ( 3 15 I and [ 5. Theortm 7.1. Chapter 21 it follows that adaptive information k. - 
qwxtors xc not more powerful than nonadaptive information operators for linear 
problems in the worst case setting. 
11~s adaptive information help for linear problems in the average case setting‘? 
WC prove the surprising result that the answer is negative. In fact, we prove an 
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even stronger esult. We construct a nonadaptive linear information operator which 
has the same cardinality and which consists of the same functionals as a given 
adaptive information operator and whose average radius does not exceed the average 
radius of the given adaptive information. In W&X to prove this we proceed as foll.ows. 
Let IV” be an adaptive information operatcx of the form (5.1). Without ioss of 
generality we can assume that the functionais LI, L,( . ; yl ), . . . , L,, ( . ; y,, . . . , yn , ) 
are hnearly independent for every y, = Yj(.f), i = 1,2,. . . , n - 1. Let & be an 
algorithm using IV”. Then the average error of 4 is defined by (3.6). Similarly to 
(2. IO) and (3.8) we define the average radius PR( N”) as 
We now construct a nonadaptive linear information operator Iv”“” which consists 
of the same functionals as N” and such that F( IV) 2 P~(Nr’c”‘). For a given vector 
c=[v,, y,, . . ‘, p,, ,] E IK ’ define the linear functionals 
Mf)=L,(f;y,,. . . l .V, I), i= 1,2,. . . , II. (5.4 
We assume that, for every f, L,_,.if), as a function of L‘, has a continuous first 
derivative for almost all u. 
Define the information operator 
Note th;lt N:Y is a nonadaptive linear information operate-jr of cardinality )I which 
consists of the same function;& :IS N”. L::t q( v), a,( l-1. . . . , u,,,: r) be a basis of F, 
such that ._ c _ 
L,.,(?‘ ‘n,(r:))=S ,.,, i=1.2,.. . ,n, j= 1.2.. , ,m, 
(5.6) 
(u&J), n,i c)) = tik,,, k = r1+ I, . . . , HI, j= 1. 2, . . , nl. 
Since f., I‘ depends only on y, , . . . , yi , , we choose cl, ( c) depending also on 
>‘I 9 * * * . y, l, ix., cr;(v) = a,(_~,_. - . , y, , 1. 
Due to regularity of L,., (jI we can choose a;( t’) such that they ;~-e continuously 
differentiable for almost all C. 
Let 
Let the infimum in (5.7) be attained for u = u*, i.e., 
(5.7) 
We are now ready to prove the following theorem. 
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Proof. We proceed similarly as in the proof in Theorem 3.7. Let C#J E @(A/“). The 
average error of & is defined by (3.6). We change variables in (3.6) by setting 
(5.8) 
where v = [y, , y2, . . . , y,J and y =: [ yl, y,, . . . , y,J. Note that the mapping G is 
one-to-one. Indeed, knowing f we have, due to (5.6), yj = Lj( f), j = 1,2,. . . , n. 
Thus v and a#), j= 1,2,. . . , n, are also known and y,,,,, . . . , y,,, are a part of the 
unique components of f in the basis a,(v), . . . , a,,(v). The mapping G is con- 
tinuously differentiable almost everywhere. From (5.8) we have 
G(y) = T-‘QWy’ (5.9) 
where Q(v) = [a,( v), a2( v), . . . , a,,,(v) J is an orthogonal matrix and t denotes the 
transpose. From (5.6) we get 
( auk ;?y(v),a,(v) + ak(v),_aai v =O. I’ > ( c’Y,J ( 4 
.Since ak 
Let 
only depends on y,, yz, . . . , yk-- I, we have aa,/ayJ v) = 0 for p 2 k. Thus 
(ak (u), (ijaj/av,)( v)) = 0 Vj, Vp 3 k. (5.10) 
1 
and M’,,( U) = O’( c)Q,,( v). 
Due to (5.10) the (k, j) element crf WJ v) is equal zo (ak( II), (aaJ;ry,)( t’)) - 0 for 
any j and p 2 k. Thus the first p rows of W,,( u) are equal to zero. From (5.9) we have 
G’(y)= T-‘Q(y)(l+[W,(o)y’,. . . 9 W,,idy’]). 
Since the first p components of W,,( v)y’ are equal to zero, the matrix 
[ W,l u)y’, . . - 5 W,,( v) y’] is a lower triangular matrix with zero diagonal. This yields 
]det G’( y)I = ldet T--‘l. 
Let gt C) = !i”;‘. I yiT ‘aj(t.#. Then IITfll’= ,g( 14 +~,?,l,., y,?. Using the properties 
of (; we transform (3.6) by techniques similar to those used in (3.16) and (3.17). Thus 
&“(&, N.‘)2 = 
// 
_ 
+ f y,ST ‘a,(u)--- f yjST_ ‘ai( o)-+(y,, . . . , y,l) _ 
1 ;I j -= tt + I II 
tt1 I 2 
x {I2 g(c)+ 1 J’f 
\=,I+1 > cc 
tt1 
w g(p)+ c yf 
1 -2 ti + I
xdy,t+ , l - - dy,,, dy, . l - dy,, 
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= ldet T-‘1 
xw 
(( 
g(u)+ f y: 
j=,*+l 
Let 
Xdyn+, l - l dy,,,. 
Since c( u) does not depend on j, (5.7) yields 
(5.11) 
Take now the nonadaptive linear information operator IV::‘” and repeat the 
above transformation with v = u* and with the spline algorithm @(NE’*‘” (f)) = 
I]‘_, Li(f)ST-‘aj(U*). Then we find that the right-hand side of (5.11) is 
equal to eavg( 4”, NC?’ ) = ritvg( IVY,? ). Thus eavg( 4, IV”) 2 ravg( IV::” ) and this holds 
for every 4 from @(IV”). Hence P( IV”) 2 ravg( NZZ” ) which completes the 
proof. Cl 
Theorem 5.1 states that for every adaptive information operator one can find a 
nonadaptive information operator of the same structure and cardinality as the given 
adaptive inforlmation and with no greater average radius. <This means that adaptive 
information operators do not supply more information than nonadaptive ones. This 
result and the corresponding result for the worst case model may be summarizcd 
in the following corollary. 
Corollary 5.2. Adaption does not help for linear problems in either the average or 
worst case models. 
6. How much can information reduce uncertainty? 
We consiciered the information operator N = [I,,, L2,. . . , L,] for n 2 1 and 
proved that r(N) and F(N) are sharp lower bounds on uncertainty. Observe that 
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th% radii also depend 0:’ :he setting of the problem, i.e., r(N) depends on S, T, N 
atad p, and PK!.( N) depep 3 ‘5 additionally on w. Thus the total information is specified 
by ti?:? linear operators S, K N and the functions p and w. Since S, T, p and w are 
fixed ~$.U~ I,: call N the information. 
I&+.~ ;bxJse and answer the following question. What is the uncertainty if only the 
setti ?I i 1. the problem is known ? Or equivalently, what is the minima! E for which 
we CM iind an F-approximation knowing only S, T, p and w? 
T~:;~, L’orresponds formally p to the zero information operator N = 0. By convention 
zero ;&rmation has cardinality zero. Then an algorithm using zero information 
take., cinly one value Grice &(N(f)) = 4(O). The value 4(O) should be tnus an 
r*-apf)IoGmation for a!! ,T from FI. It is easy to observe that the proof technique of 
Scc%lns I through 5 work for IV =0 with n =O. 
7 7 Li% ule r’ 1” dc.11 df m-o information are given by 
r(O) .=ljji!i,ti’?,, 
-- 
r+$G) -@I@(& +* l l +/3Jm, (6.1) 
-&he; .! i-j; = A,(& I is the ith eigenvalue of the operator KI defined by (4.5). Note 
that #.!) fi>rma!fy agrees with (4.8) and (4.9) for n =O. Thus. if r(0) s F or 
p!( 0) =- F, hck; we can find an F-approximation for the worst or average mode! 
without the evaluation of any !inc*:;r functionals. Note that the optima! error and 
the optimal average error algorithm is equal to zero, <S(O) = 0. This also formally 
agrees with the definition (2.14) of the spline algorithm for II = 0. 
J.ct 
i(n) = r( n)/r(O), i.‘\( n) = r“w( ,, )/p’J( (‘q (6.2) 
Then T( II ) and VY~I) measure how much the uncertainty is reduced after 11 optima! 
evaluations of linear functlor.?!s. From Theorem 4.2 and (6.7 ) we habe 
i(n) =dL+ I/p,, i’“‘(tz)=t!‘(p,,, I+’ - *-tp,,,,/(p,+* * a+P,,,). (6.3) 
:Gte that r( ;t) and P’g:( rz) arc independent of the measure E_C (i.e., the function w) 
:rn:t the function lo. They only depend on the eigenvalues of K I. We consider three. 
rather typical, dic,tributions of eigenvalues of K,. 
Carse 1. J,c’t PI = @ for some positive constant /3. This <orresponds, for instance, to - 
the C’SC when S = t p 7’ and the opcratur K I = PI where I is the identity operator. 
-J‘hcn for II *_ HI. 
it n 1 = I . r”‘F(n) =J(nr-tz)/nZ. 
In the worst case it is impossible to solve the problem with any amount of 
inform;ttion. In the average case, for /z CC HZ. there is almost no reduction in uncer- 
taint!, since A the radii arc close to unity. This means that such a problem cannot 
!X soli,cd either in the worst or average case for small F. 
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Case 2. Let pi = cq” for some positive constants c and q with q < 1. This corre- 
sp_onds, for instance, to the approximation problem S = I with Tf = 
i(n) =q”, 
Lx i2 c m, Favg( n) = q” = i(n). This means that the reduction of uncertainty after 
IZ evaluations is approximately the same for the worst and average case. 
Case 3. Let /3, = i ‘r for r > 4. This corresponds to the approximation problem S = I 
with Tf=[f,, Z’j?,. . . , 11 erfr]. This choice of S and T is a discrete analogue of the 
continuous approximation problem Sf =f, rf =ftr’ where f is a scalar (P- 1) 




x i-2’ G _---‘r d;c=-- 1 in+l) c2r I) 
I -.z n -t 1 n+ 1 P-1 
( l-(q)zr ‘), 
From this and for n << m we have 
T(n)=(n+l) r. r;ly n) z ( tE + 1) fr- !i3_ 
Thus, the reduction of uncertainty is larger, in this case, for the worst case model. 
7. Complexity 
In this section we briefly discuss the complexity, i.e., the minimal cost, of finding 
an F-approximation for the average case model. We obtain extremely tight upper 
and lower bounds on the complexity. We show that the spline algorithm is essentially 
an optimal complexity algorithm. 
The complexity for the worst case model is studied by Traub and Woiniakowski 
[S] where very tight complexity bounds are obtain- 1. The spline algorithm is shown 
to achieve nearly optimal complexity. 
We first outline the model of computation Assume that the cost of adding two 
vectors from F2 and the multiplication of a vector from F2 by a scalar is taken as 
unity. (Recall that Fr is the image space of the solution operator S.) Suppose that 
rhe evaluation of an arbitrary linear functional is allowed and costs C. 
To find an F-approximation using linear information N = [I,, . L,, . a . , I.,,] w have 
to guarantee that FvF( N) 5 F. Let 
~zz”‘~( F) - min{n: Pvg( n) S E) (7.1) 
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be the e-average ciardinality number. Thus m avg( E) denotes the smallest cardinality 
of information whose average radius does not exceed E. 
Let 4 be an algorithm using N with eavg( 4, IV) c E. Since eavg( 4, IV) 2 ravg(N), 
the cardinality of N has to be at least m avg( E). Thus the evaluation of N(f) requires 
the computation of at least m avg(~) linear functionals. Hence, the complexity of 
N(f), i.e., the cost of computing N(f), is at least m”““(e)c. 
To produce an &-approximation, the algorithm 4 has to use at least mav$( E) linear 
functionals. It is natural to postulate that the computation of c$( N( f)) given N(f) 
has complexity at least m avg( E) - 1. Let the algorithm complexity (total cost) of 
producing an &-approximation by the algorithm 4 be compaVR( 4). A lower bound 
is given by 
(7.2) 
IVote that (7.2 j holds for any algorithm 4 using an arbitrary linear information 
operator N. Let 
comp’““( E) = inf{comp”“g( 4): Cvg( 4, IV) s E} (7.3) 
be the F-average complexity. An algorithm 4 is called an optimai average complexity 
algorithm iff 
comp”vg( 4) = comp”‘“( E). (7.4) 
From (7.2) we have a lower bound on the &-average complexity, 
comp”vE(F)Z m”‘Q)(c+l)- 1. (7.3 
We now show that the spline algorithm is a nearly optimal average complexity 
algorithm using the information N,, defined by (4.7). Recall that N,, is an nth average 
optimal information operator, F(N,) = ravg( n). The spline algorithm 4” is linear, 
cb’(N,(f))=Cy=, Ljtf) -f g, or some gi from F’*. Since the elements gi can be precom- 
puted, the evaluation of 4”( A!, (f)) g iven N(f) requires only n multiplications and 
n - 1 additions each of unit cost. Thus if n = mavR( E), then 
comp’“g(4”) = mavg( &)( c + 2) - 1. (7.6) 
Combining (7.6) with (7.5) we see that the spline algorithm is a nearly optimal 
average complexity algorithm. 
A similar result hoRds for the worst case model. In fact, worst case definitions 
and results are obtained by deleting the superscripts ‘lvg in (7.1) througil (7.6). 
We summarize this in the following theorem. 
Theorem 7.1. The spli’ne algorithm is a nearly optimal complexity algorithm in both 
the average and worst case models. The complexity is given by 
camp(f) = ~(F)(c+cI,)- 1, comlYl(F) = nP(e)(c+a,)- 1, 
where a,, u1E[J.2]. 
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8. Example 
We continue the example of Section 1. Recall that example deals with the 
approximation of a trigonometric polynomial of degree m. We choose approximation 
as our example because it is of such wide interest in applications. We discussed in 
Section 1 why we confine ourselves in this paper to finite dimensional &. Throughout 
this section we use the approximation example while illustrating the effects of 
choosing various error criteria and measures. 
Identifying a trigonometric polynomial with its coefficients we can set F1 = F2 - 
F4 = IR” equipped with the spectral norm and 
Sf =f Vf darn. 
Without loss of generality we can assume that T is a diagonal matrix since the 
dependence on T is through the norm II7’f 11 which is orthogonally invariant. Thus let 
where P,~&~~*+&>O. 
(i) The absolute error criterion, p(x) = 1. Then p(x) = x’ and II,&- = +m. Thus 
implies that 
r(n) = +a~ Vn < m. 
Thus, it is impossible to find an &-approximation for the worst case. no matter what 
the value of E. 
For the average case. llpI[ 1 may be finite or infinite depending on the function w. 
For instance, let 
W(x) = (p, . . . Prrc)li2 ndtn/2 eex2_ ’ (8.1) 
A rather lengthy calculation shows that w satisfies (3.2). i.e., 
w(llTf‘ll) df = 1 and lIplIz =J$L 
Hence II dl 2 is finite although it goes to infinity with m. The nth average radius is 
given by 
We can find an E-approximation for the average case using n evaluations whenever 
- ,. 
Pvg( n) S E. 
On the other hand, let 
w(x) = (PI l l . /3,)‘/37-42 rprn + l)( 1+ x’) --(m/2+ 1). (8.2) 
Then (3.2) holds and IIj$ = +oo. Thus 
ravy( n) = +00 Vn < m. 
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Hence, it is impossible to find an &-approximation for the average case (as in the 
worst case) no matter what the value of E. 
(ii) The rekztioe error criterion, p(x) = l/x. Then p’(x) = 1 and Ii& = IIj$ = 1 for 
an arbitrary function w satisfying (3.2). We have in this case 
r(n) ==Jp,,T, F(n) ==J(p,t+l f- l -+/$Jm. 
(iii) The duolute error criterion for a subset of F1. Let 
p(x) = I 1, OSxXJ1 0, x:,1. 
Thus WC approximate Sf only for elements f such that IITflls 1. We have p(x) = x 
for x c_ [O. I ] and p(x) = 0 for x > 1. Herw 
/jpI!x = 1. 
Note that /l’If”lls 
i\ on this ellipsoid, 
1 defines an ellipsoid in 58”‘. WC define w such that its support 
i.e., 
Then w satisfies (3.2) and 
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